A look ahead to 2019

Here’s a look ahead to what's in store for the pensions industry in 2019.
First-up, IORP II, because it has to be fully transposed into UK law by January 13th. Schemes
will be given plenty of time to comply, the DWP has promised. The main impact will be the new
obligation to provide all members, including deferreds, with an annual Pension Benefit
Statement.
'GMP Equalisation' is another looming headache: it seems unavoidable now, but how exactly it
should be done and who if anyone is liable for GMPs which were transferred out are among
many uncertainties at this early stage.
Come April and the final step-up in auto-enrolment minimum contributions arrives. Employer
contributions must be at least 3% of qualifying earnings, with 5% more from
the worker or the employer. This is a step-up from 2% and 3% respectively, so we might see
more opt-outs than we did in 2018.
Pension freedoms has stimulated an exodus of members from DB schemes, with huge transfer
values on offer. There's been growing unease with the low take-up of financial advice,
especially by individuals going into drawdown. Providers might be obliged to create default
investment strategies. We might even see a return to legislative constraints such as a cap on
annual income or a minimum fund value.
The pendulum has swung from a time when most workers were in a defined benefit pension
scheme, in which the risks lay with the employer, to a DC world where most risks are borne by
the members. Realisation that this does not bode well for the future is making us look again at
shared-risk arrangements: the pooling principle.
Legislation to enable Collective Defined Contribution (CDC) pension schemes is expected,
based on the Royal Mail model. Despite scepticism, it will happen and it will appeal to
employers who want to offer something more than pure DC to staff.
We might see a new Pensions Bill in the summer: the Minister has a grand plan that could
shake things up even more. Will It happen? Well that depends whether the Government wants
to - or can - make time for it.

Aries Insight provides concise, accurate and readily accessible guidance on
every aspect of pensions legislation. Over 130 pension providers, administrators
and consultants across the industry rely on our comprehensive technical support
to keep up to date and remain legally compliant. www.ariesinsight.co.uk

For more information about how you can make the most out of Aries Insight, or discuss the
benefits of joining the Aries Pensions Club please drop Ian a line here or call 01536 763352

